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Summary

An piece of alabaster or gypsum was excavated in Zagazig desert (eastern Delta) on the year
1917 by Mr. Perdrizet, now reserved in Cairo Egyptian museum in room 34 piece No. 46101
among ropes from the 11 In Dynasty. Its length is 12 cm, 8.5 cm width, history doubtful,
function unknown. The author of the article proposes that this piece was apart of a turbine
or machine. The proposal based on the shape and dimensions of the object, its four wings
and its spiral axle couldn't be made as an amulet or makeup container or decorative item. It
should be part of a machine. Most probably it is a cast for a bronze or copper object because
the gypsum or alabaster are soft to be suitable material for a machine or turbine. Ancient
Egyptians used to cast copper and bronze statues and by the use of gypsum and wax casts.
The area where this object found was always occupied with many activities through the
Pharaonic era especiaUy temples of Bastet (tbe ancient Egyptian goddess represented as a
cat). The object could be a turbine or part of a machine used to push liquids inside a deity
statue in the temple. A statue base of Ptolemaic period excavated in the area found provided
with secret tunnel running from its base to tbe inside of tbe statue gives support to the author
proposal. The turbine could be used to push liquids inside astatue with similar secret tunnel
to give impression of miracles to the visitors of the temple. Most probably the turbine related
to the Ptolemaic period or at least the last three centuries B.C. wbicb regarded as the ancient
technoJogical inventions era.

Tl-llS VERY mysterious piece was excavated
in Zagazig desert on the year J917 by MT.
Perdrizet, now reserved in Cairo Egyptian
museum in room 34 piece No. 46101 among
ropes from the 11 th Dynasty found in "Al
Deyr AI Bahari" near Luxor 400 miles south
of Cairo. It is made of gypsum or alabaster.
Its length is 12 cm, 8.5 cm width, history
doubtful, function unknown.
Analysis of the history of the site where it
found and its shape and material may help us
to discover its function.
6

History ofthe site:
Zagazig (eastern Delta) in Pharaonic per iod
was known as AMU-KHENT, the I 8d1 Nome
of Lower Egypt. Its Greek name was
Bubastus or Tell- Bastah. Its Goddess in late
time was the Cat-headed Goddess Bast, or
Llbast. The Norne usually incJuded a large
town and the estates, vineyards, plantations
& c., which forms its suburbs. Bastet
represents the usefid warnlth and heat of the
sun. (Budge, W.: p. 106 ) Tell Basta was
mentioned in the Holy Bible in Ezekiel,
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names of kings
on some stone
blocks. Another small temple was
500
meters far
the
temple. (Hassan, S.:
The fOllndation ofthe building
Vo1.6,
of
bllilders
went back to the
and there were inscriptions
the
Cheops,
and
I
2500-2400
B.e. (Baikie, J.: p.l9).
heads in grey
were found
and believed to
portrait of the Pharaoh
Amenemhat III (1841
of the xxn Dynasty
Libyan
about 950 B.C. buHt annual festival of the
Cat
according to
HerodotllS
more than 700,000
The site
the
was
in 1887-9 by Dr. Edward Naville
Egyptian exploration Fund. It has
visited and described by
savants
in 1798
Sir Gardiner Wilknson in 1840.
The
of
temple showed that it has
as a regular quarry. Bubastis in this
been
period
the name
the
(Baikie, J.: pp.19-20).

event
between the Mediterranean and the
Though there is
way of
Red Sea
no absolute
of a
at an
similar
remains
the Masonry work
canal shown it to have been about
deep.
broad and 16 to 16.50

Material:
THE PIECE
1)
to museum
records was
from alabaster or from
gypsum. Alabaster ordinarily means calcium
it
su Iphate
In
called alabaster. It was employed
building material chiefly
passages and rooms, particularly shrines
early
times to at least as late as the
rneteenth Dynasty. Alabaster occurs Sinai
desert on the
locations in
nearest
the
Some of
~" are in
Wadi
Gerrawi near Helwan.
uses
alabaster
purposes other than for building will be
dealt with
(Lucas :
Gypsum
hydrated calcium
it
its use for mortar and
plaster, gypsum was
only to a
comparatively small extent in ancient
vases and
A
number of
during the
were made in Fayum and
is softer than
and
with the
alabaster cannot be scratched with
f111D.rr ••

have a
activities in
l"plclrn.n

II

Neqtanebo I
temple of

,'-1''''''.11 Dynasty added to the

Bubastus.
6-0n

western side the
lies an area in which lay
cat
From
area
countless
and bronze statuettes of the
same
animal have been
(Baikie, l: p.20)
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Figure.1
The pharaonie my sterious ge ar
anything softer than steel. Petrie found a few
gypsum boxes of Roman date. (Lucas:
pp.4 70-4 7 I ).
Analysis of laboratory is needed to determine
if this piece was made of gypsum or
alabaster.

What is the function of this object?
I BELIEVE it was apart of a machine. It
could be a gear or turbine in a machine. But
what kind of machines may have such apart
made of alabaster or gypsum? The question is
why did the maker of this piece made it from
stone and not from any other material like
wood or from Bronze for example. It would

be easier, even stronger if it was made of
wood or cast it in meta!. Ancient Egyptians
were clever to cast statues and several objects
of metal since the Old Kingdom times.
Making it from alabaster gives the idea that it
was used with liquids. .The reasons we
believe it was a turbine are simple. If we
looked carefully at its two ends we will
realize that it has regular circular hollow
from inside to al10w a cylinder or tube like
axle with Y2" diameter to get inside it in order
to keep it horizontal or vertica I. The two ends
are similar in shape and have a neck end so
as to facilitate fixing the turbine to the axle,
even to another part of a machine. The neck
of one of the two ends is thicker from the
other one. For sure it was not a kind of
9
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Figure No.2
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or vases
it was opened from
both sides. It was not connected to
or
religious
We
similar
was used as a
or God, or even as an amulet.
it was not
a decorative or ornamental element. Mystery
will deepen if we sure the
was
gypsum not
will
of soft
be what
stone?
made
turbine
and

and crrcular
looking
the driller that
of an inclined axle.
pieces excavated near the
site and
been recorded in the Egyptian
museum; were a head
a vulture and a head
of a cat statue made from terra cotta.

transmit
movement.

power but not

to
speed

IT to a
or horizontal
the ability to turn the water or any
other liquid easily. (figs. 3, 4). It could be
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Except liquids that
as a
alabaster or gypsum like
with boiling water or
turbine could
for
Wooden
even hot
turbine will not be practical
such cases. Heat will cause
then

could be used as a hydrauJic turbine. it
was set in a horizontal position and
water
rushed against the blades to move
turbine;
water power will give
to the turbine.
The
a hydraulic
is not very
The
power will
very
because the blades are only
and
Also, its
not very large in
very hard to
4-It
a rotor pump,
type is
known in mechanical engineering. The rotor
pump composed
two gears which are
called inner rotor
outer rotor are messhed
together,
The
rotor is
mounted on the driving
and which
to the outer rotor. The outer
rotor has the number
one more than
on
inner rotor. From inlet port
oi] (in
our case could
oil or any
liquid
the outer
material) is filled in the segments
is rotated then
rotor.
the pump
the oil is squeezed
the two rotors
and is pushed out under pressure from the
outlet of the pump. Refer to
5. (T.R.
pp. 461
Banga & Nathu

The activities in Bubastus through the
Pbaraonic history and the
period
a great work
engll1eerll1g In
building temples
dug the
Inventions
and
machines
during the so-called
scientific era
late
300B.C. to
300A.D. Most probably the gear or turbine
was
and used
this per iod in
purposes.
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Figure No.3
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Figure No.4
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A.: pp.247-250) Did
a
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It cou Id be a
system to push water or other
through tunnels in a
or inside
astatue like the mentioned examples. Realize
was not a big one, it was only
and 8.5 cm width, so it could be
machinery system.
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A BASE
astatue 58.00 cm L x 24.00 cm
the Ptolemaic period was
x 26.00 cm H
Governorate having a
running from the
statue of the diety (most
or the sacred buH Apis).
voL9, pp.464-465). Another
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in the valley temple of
""<1.,,,,-''''0 4.50 km north of Saqqara. Five
cop per sheets were
of the sanctuary
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